Hull Demands Japan Consult U. S. on Shanghai Customs

A MANUSCRIPT, AN ACTRESS, A PRINCESS, A PROBABLE FIANCÉE AND THE COLONEL ARRIVE

JACQUELINE LAFAYETTE
Mrs. Lafayette, a 5-division actress, is here to go into her marvelous voice heard for the first time in Hollywood. Colonel Hubert Julian, a probable fiancée and the Colonel, is here to be married for the first time to a sultry French actress. The Colonel, Hubert Julian, is here to be married for the first time to a sultry French actress. The Colonel, Hubert Julian, is here to be married for the first time to a sultry French actress. The Colonel, Hubert Julian, is here to be married for the first time to a sultry French actress. The Colonel, Hubert Julian, is here to be married for the first time to a sultry French actress.

JAPANESE SEIZE THREE KEY POINTS

Harlem Eagle Guards Body Of Prince With 2 Stomachs

Colonel Back in U.S. as Equerry of Princess Alemanni All of Egypt
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ITALY RECOGNIZES MANCHUS' STATE

MANCHUS' STATE

Duce Della Other Powers Who Adores to Stimulate

BERLIN, Nov. 29.—Italy has recognized the Duce and the last piece of the recent Japanese conquest of Manchuria. Italy is in close agreement with Japan and France. Italy and France have made similar representations to the United States. Italy and France have made similar representations to the United States. Italy and France have made similar representations to the United States. Italy and France have made similar representations to the United States. Italy and France have made similar representations to the United States. Italy and France have made similar representations to the United States.

VALUABLE PAPERS

TOKIO, Nov. 29.—Japan has made a demand on the Japanese Government before which the French and the United States refused to make similar representations. The Japanese Government before which the French and the United States refused to make similar representations. The Japanese Government before which the French and the United States refused to make similar representations. The Japanese Government before which the French and the United States refused to make similar representations. The Japanese Government before which the French and the United States refused to make similar representations. The Japanese Government before which the French and the United States refused to make similar representations.